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OEDI{NEFI Io,49

This is what the Odhner'1 049 rotary calculator looks like.
ln spite of its small size you can perform all four arithmetic
operations. Some basic figurework examples are given in

Column indicator arrow
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Clearing button for setting register
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the followlng pages. Later on you wlll be able to vary them
and go on to more advanced calculations of a practical
nature. The various parts of the machine are described
and explained on the following page.
tv4odel 1048 is a sister machine to the Odhner 1049. The
only difference between the two models is that the Odhner
1048 has no window for the setting register.
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Before you start . . .
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Move the carriage (12) to its
starting position so that the
column indicator arrow (1) is
above column 1 in the multi-
plier register (for division
above column 8). To release
the carrlage, press the car-
riage release lever (10) down.

Selting register ^: .^ ^ ^ -^ =--^. - -- u U - -: - -=

Product register (8) has a capacity of '1 3 digits' lt shows
the answer to addition, subtraction and multiplication, as

well as any remalnder in division.

Multiplier register (1 1) has a capacity of 8 digits. lt shows
the total of the number of items added together in an

addition, as well as the multiplier (second factor) in multl-
plication and the quotient (answer) in division.

Crank (5) is the most importani controi of all. lt is used
in all figurework operations.

With the back-transfer button (7) you can reset a number
from the product register to the setting register in a single
operation. But first you must clear the setting register.
(Make it a habit always to do this with the crank. lf you

move the levers back by hand, you cannot continue to
calculate with a number that has been back-transferred.)
Then push the button down and make one turn with the
clearing crank (6). As a result of this, no digits will be left
in the product register.

The white decimal point indicators are movable.

Clear the multiplier and Prod-
uct registers at the same
time. using the resPective
clearing cranks (1 3 and 6),

To shift the carriage one step
to the left or right, hold your
left-hand index finger under
the support in front of the
shift keys (9) and depress the
appropriate key wiih your
thumb.
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Basic figurework examphs

Multiplication Example:26 X 1360: ?

Move the carriage to its starting position in column 1 (extreme
left).
Enter the number 1360 in the setting register (columns 4-3-2-1)

- 
fourth lever from the right to 'l , third lever to 3, second lever

to 6 and leave the first lever where it is at 0. Now crank in the
other factor, 26. Begin with the unit figure and make 6 plus turns.
S- -: :'e celiaEe one siep to the right and make 2 plus turns
':e :Ers :,gr,re; -Tle r-.:rci,e- register wi i now show tl'ie entire
f,,.ffi, 2A -id fit qlailEr nrll sinw the ansrer (prod-

4 Gro
H:: Almys erG. ilre larye$ faer fitst Crank fie otlrer faaor
into ille nxrhiptier register, beginning witfi the unit figure.

Division Example: 36 '. 4 ?

dividend divisor quotient

Move the carriage to column B (extreme right). Enter the number
36 j.n the setLr.ns rcojste.r - sjxlh Jeve.r f.rom the right to 3 and

fifth lever from the right to 6 (columns 6-5). Make one plus turn,
which transfers the number to the product register. Clear the
setting and multiplier registers. Enter the number 4 immediately
above the first digit (3) in the product register. Make minus turns
until the bell rings, and then make one plus turn. Shift the carriage
one step to the left and make minus turns until the bell rings,
then make one plus turn. The product register is now empty and
you can read off the answer (quotient), which is 9, in the multiplier
register.

Rule: Always start with the carriage in column 8. Enter the f irst
digit of the number in column 6 of the setting register.

Addition Example: 789 * 456 : ?

llove the carriage to column 1- Enter the number 789 and make
one plus turn. Clear the setting register and enter the number 456.

Make one plus turn and you can read off the answer (total), 1 245,
in tlre product register. ln the multiplier register you can see
how many numbers have been added together, in this case 2.

Subtraction Example: 456 - 123 : ?

Move the carriage to column 1. Enter the number 456. Make one
plus turn. Clear the setting register and enter the number 123.
Now make one minus turn and you can read off the answer
(difference) in the product register, 333.

Continued multiplicatioJl Example; 130 X 65 x 6 : ?

Enter the number 13O and multiply it by 65, Clear the setting and
the nrrhiplbr regasters and move tfre can"iage back to its starting
pcition in column t- Depress the back-rransfer h.rtton ({) and
make one turn with the clearing crank (6), transferring the inter-
mediate product 8450 to the setting register. Multiply by 6 and
the answer (final product) will be shown in the product register,
50700.
Rule: Remember to return the carriage to its starting position
before a back-transfer operation. This ensures that the entire
number is transferred to the setting register.

Negative multiplication

Examplc: * 825 X 265:
- 200 x 140 --

-215x 90: 
_?

Enter the number 825 and multiply it by 265. Clear the setting
and multiplier registers. Enter the number 200 and multiply it by
140 but with minus turns. Clear the setting and multiplier registers.
Enterthe number 215 and multiply it by 90, also using minus turns.
The answer will be shown in the product register, 171275.



Practical examples

Short-cut multiplication Example:758 X 819: ?

By cranking plus and minus turns alternately you can perform a
multiplication in almost half the time normally required. This is
called short-cut multiplication. Make plus turns when multiplying
by figures from 1 to 5, and minus turns when multiplying by
figures from 6 to 9 (i.e. you crank in the complements of these
figures). This example requires 8 turns of the crank, as compared
to 18 if only plus turns had been made.
Enter the number 758. You are now to multlply this number by 8l g.

ln order to retain plus operation in spite of cranking minus turns,
you must first make one plus turn. This is only necessary for the
first digit of a number in short-cut multiplication. Then make 2
minus turns, shift the carriage one step to the right, make 2 plus
turns, shift the carriage one step to the right. Make 2 minus turns,
shift the carriage one step to the right and finally make one plus
turn to remove all the zeros in the multiplier and product registers.
The product register shows the answer, 620802.

Rule: Always begin by making one plus turn when the first digit
is to be multiplied by the short-cut method.

Computing discounts Example:
I 675.00

Dis@unts o/o : ?

Net amount : ?

Enter the number 1675 and multiply it by 5. Since 5 0/6 expressed
as a decimal fraction is the same as 0.05, point off 2 decimal
places on the multiplier register. The total number of decimals
is 2 (0 in the setting register and 2 in the multiplier register).
Point off 2 decimal places on the product register and read off
83.75, which is the discount. Change the figure 5 in the multiplier
register to the complement of 5 % (100-5 : 95), t.e_ multiply by
95. In the product register you can read off the net amount,
159r .25.
lf only the net amount is required, multiply direct by the comple-
ment.

Addition of percentage Example:
125.25

Adds% : ?

Final amount : ?

Enter the number .12525 and multiply it by 5. The product register
shows the percentage increment, 6.2625. Change the figure 5 in
the multiplier registerto 105 (100 + 5 : 105), i.e. multiply by 105.
This gives you the final amount in the product register 131 .5125
(rounded off to two decimal places 'l 31 .51).
lf only the final amount is required, multiply direct by the per-
centage to be added + 100.



Placing the decimal point

Addition and subtraction

Example : 27.9 -14325 + 5.18 : ?

Start with the number having the most decimal places (in this
case 14.325) and add as many zeros as needed after the other
numbers so that they all have as many decimals.
Enter the number 27900. Point off three decimal places by sliding
the decimal point indicator on the setting register to a position
between columns 3 and 4. Make one plus turn. Slide the decimal
point indicator on the product register also to a position between
columns 3 and 4. Continue calculating and the answer is shown
in the product register, 18.755,

Rule: Make sure that all items have the same number of decimal
places.

Multiplication Example : 0. 14 .X 0.003 : ? Reciprocals
Enter the number 14 (0.14) and point off 2 decimal places on the
setting reg.ster- Multiply it by 3 (0.003) and point off 3 decimal
p,ac€s ori the muhiplier register. ln order to obtain the correct
number of decimals in tlp ansrcr, add the number of decimai
plac€s an the two hctors, in this case 2 to 3 which gives 5. Point
off 5 decimal places on the product register and you have the
answer, 0.00042.

Rule: No. of decimals in multiplicand
* No. of decimals in multiplier
: No. of decimals in product

Division Example :2.34 : 1.3 : ?

Move the carriage to column 8. Enter the number 234 in the
setting register (columns 6-5-4). Make one plus turn. Slide the
decimal point indicator on the product register to a position
immediately after the whole number, i.e. between columns 12 and
13 (12 decimal places). Clear the setting and multiplier registers.
Enter the number 13 in the setting register (columns 6-5) and slide
the decimal point indicator to a position immedihtely after the
whole number (5 decimal places), Perform a division. ln order
to obtain the correct number of decimals in the quotient, subtract
the number of decimal places of the divisor from the number of
decimal places of the dividend, in thls case 5 from 12 which gives
7. Consequently, point off 7 decimal places on the multiplier
register and you can read off the quotient, I.8.

Rule: No. of decimals in product register (dividend)

- 
No. of decimals in setting register (divisor)

: No. of decimals in multiplier register (quotient)

Example:1:29041:?

Move the carriage to column 8. Enter the number 1, make one
plus tuin and point off 12 decimal places on the product register.
Clear the setting and multiplier registers. Enter the number 29041
and point off 1 decimal place on the setting register. Perform a

division. Since the multlplier register has a capacity of only 8
digits and the number of decimals should be 11, you will have
to add another three decimals, i.e. three zeros, in front of the
number to obtain the quotient which is then 0.00003443407.
Since in this example the dividend is not exactly divisible by the
divisor, a remainder will be obtalned in the product register.
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